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Lower GHT

The host at Takum ran
the village Mothers Group
but if needed catered for
guests in a spare room.

The hosts at Sutiya were a farming family.
They cater for guests in their home if they
feel obliged to give hospitality or “pahuna,”
and only be if it suited them at the time.

This is a summary of the west section of
the Lower Great Himalaya Trail which which
goes across Nepal from the east to the west.
The total Lower GHT is around 1400 km,
of which 650 km is described here. There
is much ascent and descent as it is across
the direction of the valleys. Nearly all of the
Lower GHT is on good paths or on tractor
tracks. In general this western section of the
route takes more than a month to complete.
The optimum time of year to do the trek is
in the autumn through to the spring. It is best
to avoid the monsoon months from late June
to mid September. The autumn months will
be green with clear views, while in the spring
the fields are brown and the sky hazy. The
route goes up to and once above 4000m and
the night temperatures can get down to minus
25°C in January
Accommodation is a mixture. The few towns
have very simple hotels and the villages

The host at Kayam ran a
rustic hotel full time, and
catered for local mule
drivers and rare tourists.

have very rustic hotels which cater for local
porters and mule drivers, rather than rare
tourists. Expect the worst and take a sleeping
bag. Occasionally there are no lodges and one
must be invited into a family home for board
and lodging - where you are expected to pay.
Food is available at the lodges and homestays
While it is simple and healthy, the variety is
small with just Dahl Bhat (rice and lentils) or
noodles on offer. The water may be drunk
direct from the standpipes in the villages and
hamlets but some might prefer to treat it.
There are no permits needed for this central
section and just the occasional entry fee to
pay. It is easy to do alone but a Nepali porter/
guide helps with route finding and enables you
to interact with people you meet on the trail
and in the villages, and will arrange homestays.
The benefits easily outweigh the expenses,
especially if you cannot speak any Nepali - as
English is rare.

Day 3. From Ghorepani there is a great view over the Annapurna range. The mountain on the right is
Annapurna South, 7219m, and on the left is Annapurna I, 8091m. The very summit of the latter is just
visible behind the jagged shoulder. It lies some 3 km to the north and 500m above of this same shoulder.

Day 7. A typical West Region Nepali homestead house. The lower storey is usually used for housing
animals, storage of farm implements and the kitchen. The first floor are bedrooms and perhaps a shrine,
especially in Buddhist areas. The upper storey is further storage of implements and storage of farm
produce which has been harvested and processed (winnowed, husked and sometimes milled).
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Map of the Lower GHT route from Lahachok north of Pokhara to the town of Darchula on the Indian
border. The route goes through the southern foothills, Pahad, of the Himalayas in the shadow of the
around 7000-8000m mountains of the Annapurna, Dhaulagiri, Kanjirowa and Api/Saipal Himals on the
Tibetian border. To view page in the correct alingment rotate 90 degrees anticlockwise in Adobe Acrobat.

Day 8. Dhaulagiri, 8167m, seen from Jaljala pass, 3414m. Dhaulagiri is the 7th highest mountain in the
world and rises almost 6000m from the depths of the Kali Gandiki just 10km away. It is the highest point
of a mighty massif which extends 100km to the west to Sisne, 5911m, and the Bheri river beyond that.

Day 8. The hamlet of Moreni on the fringes of Myagdi District is spread up the hillside in a few clusters
between Lumsung village and Jaljala Pass. It has great views over the distant Annapurna Massif and also
views to the the southern outliers in the Dhaulagiri massif like Gurja Himal, 7193m, as seen behind the
homestead above. There are various homestay and rustic hotel options in this extended hamlet.

Day 2. The traditional and preserved Gurung
village of Ghandruk has a few hundred houses
and a population of a couple of thousand. It is the
main village of the VDC, extending 200 square km
area and includes other villages and mountains.

Day 3. Annapurna South, 7219m, seen from
Ghorepani some 15km to the south. Annapurna
South is just one of many 7000m plus peaks in the
70 km long Annapurna Massif, which lies between
the deep Marsyangdi and Kali Gandiki river valleys.

Day 4. Most districts in Nepal have their own
unique way of storing maize, makai. This cereal has
many uses. A porridge like staple called Dhindo is
made from it and animals eat the leaves and stalks.

Day 8. From Jaljala Pass you follow the infant
Uttar Ganga from infant trickle to it’s lively youth
as it flows down the gentle pine clad valley for 20
km to the flat plain at Dhorpatan.

Day 11. Looking north west from Kayam over the
ranges which make up the remote western end of
the Dhaulagiri massif. The snow clad mountain on
the photos left is Sisne, 5911m.

Day 11. The hostess making fried roti at Dhule for
the journey across the Jang la Bhangyang, 4500m,
to Dolpo. This 40 km journey cannot be done in a
day and there is no food or lodging en route.

Day 10. The view looking north east from the top of Phagune Pass, 3915m. The mountains beyond the
grassy wilds of Dhorpatan are the major part of the Dhaulagiri Massif. From left: Samjang, 5924m,
Dogar Himal, 6536m, Pyutha Hiuchuli, 7246m, Churen Himal (pointed in photo centre), 7371m,
Dhaulagiri VI, 7268m, Gurja Himal, 7193m, and Dhauligiri I, 8172m, (on the very right).

Day 11. The village of Him, about, 2600m, on the flanks of the remote valley Pani Dal valley which drains
the south west quadrant of the Dhaulagiri massif, The baskets containers on the roof are for the storage
of maize, makai. It can be eaten or made into a mild beer called chang, which may be distilled into raksi.

Day 12. Sisne Himal, 5911m, is the westernmost
mountain in the Dhaulagiri massif. Although
modest in height it was first climbed as late as
May 2013. Here is the view from the Holly Oak,
Khasru, forests above Dhule just before sunrise.

Day 12. Dhorpatan is home to many herds of
Himalayan Blue Sheep, Pseudois nayaur, called
Naur in Nepali. Unfortunately Dhorpatan is not
a National Park but a “Hunting Reserve” and in
spring and autumn a few hunting groups arrive.

Day 13. The route from Dhule to Lingdo is too far
for most mortals in a day and it is necessary to
camp. It should be dry but icy in Descember but
night time temperatures can be minus 25°C.

Day 13. Looking from the campsite at Jang La
Phedi down the wooded valley to the town of
Dunai in Dolpo. The mountains beyond are the
many 6000m plus peaks of the Kanjirowa Himal.

Day 15. Dolpo has no roads and all goods must
be brought by pack animals. Mules bring goods up
from the hills to trading posts. Then yak take over
and move the goods up into the high mountains.

Day 16. The arterial Thulo Bheri river flows
through the heart of Lower Dolpo with Buddhism
to the north and Hinduism to the south. On a
knoll in the valley is important Tripurakot temple.

Day 17. The Balangra Lagna pass, about 3760m, is
the crossing between the Thulo Bheri valley and
the Bheri Nadi valley. The mixed forest of pine
and oak continue up each side to the pass itself.

Day 18. Goats are widespread in Nepal. Fodder
must either be brought to them each day, or
goatherds must take them away from the local
fields and crops to graze the forests or hillsides.

Day 19. The Maure Lagna pass, 3894m, between
Dolpo and Jumla districts there is a great view
towards two smaller peaks around 6000m in the
Latang Himal. The only tree which can survive at
this pass is the hardy Himalayan Birch, Betula utilis.

Day 21. In west Nepal a local tobacco, (not ganga)
is often smoked in a clay or wooden pipe by both
men and women. This together with cooking on
open fires in smoky kitchens mean many rural
Nepalis suffer chronic chest problems.

Day 22. The houses at Dhobighat are typical
in Mugu district in that they have large wood
covered shelters on the roof. Not only is animal
fodder stored here but also wood, behives, small
farm implements and produce from the fields.

Day 24. The terraces around the villages are used
twice a year. Once for corn or barley and once
for rice, often red rice, kala marci, which can grow
up to 2500m. All the terraced field are irrigated so
they produce during the long dry months.

Day 16. Looking east from near Ghodakhor down the Thulo Bheri river valley to the mountains of the
Dhaulagiri massif in the far distance. The highest mountain on the right is Pyutha Hiuchuli, 7246m and the
mountain right of centre is Churen Himal, 7371m. Jang La Bhanjyang pass is on the very right just in snow.

Day 19. Gothiuchaur is a large lush pasture about 2km from side to side lying at 2800m. It is surrounded
by mountains whose streams bring minerals and nutrients to this grassland. On the side of this pasture is
a small remote agricultural college which experiments with various cereals, especially barley, and grasses
which could be used in the highland farming communities all over Nepal.

Day 25. Different regions of Nepal use different
ways to dehusk cereals or pound them into flour.
Traditionally in the east footmills Dheki were used
while pestles were more common in the west.
Now water mills or electric mill are taking over.

Day 25. All the animal husbandary tasks have to
be carried out by hand. Grass is harvested by cut
handfuls, muthi, and these are collected together
into large sheaths and carried back to the
homestead for the animals to eat.

Day 26. Men frequently spin yarn in Nepal,
especially in the west. The yarn can be made from
nettle, hemp or most commonly wool. Once the
thread is made it is woven into rustic cloth.

Day 27. Bedding also has to be collected for
animals, Here ladies return from the forest with
baskets of leaves. Once the animals have fouled
the leaves they are good manure for the fields.

Day 27. Buffalo are common in Nepal’s Hill
region Pahad (as well as the Terai). They are often
tethered during the day and are brought inside
under the homestead at night as they are valuable.

Day 28. Pumpkins commonly grow around the
homesteads. After they are harvested the skin
need to be cured or hardened by sunbathing
them, so the fruit can be stored for the winter.

Day 26. Between Pandusain and Martadi the route climbs over the Porakhe Lagna pass, about 2710m, and
goes through magnificent stands of Himalayan Hemlock,Tsuga dumosa, with some of the larger specimens
reaching 40 metres. A new tractor track over the pass has made these trees more vulnerable.

Day 31. Wheat, gahun, grows well at altitudes up to 2000m during the dry winter months but some
irrigation might be necessary. Above this altitude it is often too cold for winter wheat to thrive and
winter barley, jau, is more suitable During the much warmer monsoon summer months the fields are
used to grow rice with the higher altitude fields above 2000m, as in Jumla, growing red rice. It is only by
using these fields twice a year that the villages in the Pahad regions of Nepal can sustain their populations.

Day 28. This is a homestead from Bajura district
showing the distinctive verandah round each
storey of the house. There are slight variations of
this architectural style throughout the district but
in general most homesteads have this feature.

Day 34. In Bajhang district the distinctive feature
of the homesteads were the curved windows
which is very rare elsewhere in Nepal. Once thing
all Pahad homesteads have in common is that the
buffalo and cows occupy the lower storey.

Day 36. Looking back down into the mist covered Chameliya Nadi valley from the village of Paththarkada.
Under the mist lies Chiurani hamlet and up the valley on the very left is Jethi, 6850m. The snow covered
mountains in the middle is the Dharmaghar Dhar ridge, 4800m. The Mahal Bhanjyang pass, about 4600m,
on the official GHT Trail, is to the left of it, but it is too high and icy to cross in the winter months

Day 29. The friendly Chhetri village of Sutiya lies
on the east bank of the Seti Khola river. There is
no lodging here but like most rural villages there
is always the possibility of a homestay

Day 32. This large storage basket holds 4 muri. A
muri is a unit of volume equal to about 90 litres.
This basket was full of rice and is painted in mud
which helps to protect it from vermin and insects.

Day 33. Crossing rivers in Nepal was once a
hazardous undertaking on bamboo bridges like
this. However, in the last 3 decades there have
been many wire suspension bridges built which
span large rivers and link communities together.

Day 36. Headwear in Nepal is varied. In towns the
traditional dhaka topi is worn, but in rural districts
there is a huge variety. In some areas there are
traditional and characteristic turbans which are
worn, but often individuals have their own styles.

Day 34. There are a few bhatti style tea houses
on the Guni Bhanjyang, 2300m, between Pipalkot
and Bamre. One of the tea houses also doubles as
a tailor when local travellers do not need fed.

Day 36. The lovely village of Sipti, population 3500,
has an enviable location on a vast knoll which lies
in a huge bowl on the hillside. It’s terraced fields
enjoy alot of sun but need irrigation from streams.
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General
Go to the road bridge over the Mardi Khola, just to the south of Lahachok
village, at 1000m. Follow the shaded level track along the south side of this
river for 4 km to reach the village of Bhindabari. Just after the footbridge over
the smaller Idi Khola tributary leave the valley floor and climb up through
paddy terraces on a track for well over an hour leading up to the Chhettri
village of Dhilal. The track now traverses up the wooded hillside for over an
hour heading west as it climbs up to the large village of Dhampus, its previous
popularity now tempered by a dusty road from the south. Walk west through
the still-quaint village keeping to the spine of the ridge to reach the roads end
at the villages west end. It still commands a fantastic view to the north over
the mighty Annapurna range and the iconic sacred Machhapuchare mountain.
Now walk nearly 2 hours on a stepped path as you traverse west up across
the jungle hillside climbing slowly to a path junction. Go north here and climb
a short ridge to reach the cluster of rustic lodges at Pothana at nearly 2000m.
Head north along the footpath through large rhododendrums teeming with
birdlife, especially parakeets, climbing for a short hour to Pitam Deurali, 2100m,
on the ridge’s spine. Descend for half hour to the hamlet of Bhedi where you
meet a quiet jeep track. Follow this track north for 3km, contouring across the
hillside far above the Modi Khola river with Annapurna South towering above
the end of the valley ahead, until you reach the mixed village of Tolka, once
idyllic but now ruined by the dusty track through it. From Tolka continue along
the track for a further level 2km to the trackhead Gurung village of Landruk.
Across the valley you can see Ghandruk village. To reach it you must descend
some 300m down through rice paddies on a stone path to the depths of Modi
Kholi river and cross it on a solid footbridge.Then start a sustained 700m climb
up the west side of the valley. The excellent stone path forms a huge series of
some 2500 steps. After a relentless 2 hours you reach the clean Gurung village
of Ghandruk, with many teahouse lodges and stunning views
Head NW through the paved lanes of Ghandruk and into the dense
Rhododendron woods beyond ringing with birdsong. After half an hour the
path starts to climb more steeply as it gains 600m climbing through the rich
woods for 2 hours to reach Tadapani, 2630m. After Tadopani the path drops
steeply for 300m into a stream valley where the trees are dripping in moss.The
climb up the west side is equally steep for 300m until it levels out and contours
round the hillside for a couple of km to reach the hamlet of Ban Thanti also
at 2630m. Continuing west from Ban Thanti the path follows a deep valley
with a small stream tumbling down its mossy slot. This steep 400m climb up
beside the stream eventually relents at a cluster of rustic tea houses Deurali at
3050m where large abies firs have replaces the giant rhododendrons. Continue
climbing up for another km climbing to 3150 where the path levels of for 2 km
along the crest of the ridge. It then drops past a stunning view point for 2 km
to the collection of tea lodges at Ghorepani at 2850m.
Initially climb the 300m to the top of Poon Hill where there are famed views
over the Dhaulgari and west half of the Annapurna ranges. From here head
south atop the ridge on a small path for a km to a saddle. Fork west here
and traverse down the rhododendron hillside for 2 km to the isolated rustic
teahouse at Phulbari. From here the path continues to traverse the hillside for
another 4 km with huge Himalayan cedars (deodar) dominating the forest until
a tractor track. Follow this track along the ridge spur for 3 km until you are
above the Magar village of Ramche. Drop down to this village for a simple lodge
2350m then contour west for 2 km through idyllic hamlets to a temple at the
west end of the lofty spur. From here begin a mammoth 1400m descent down
the north shoulder of the jungle covered spur overlooking the Kali Gandaki
gorge. This steep knee jarring challenge brings you to Baishari,1000m, in the
gorge’s depths. From here there is an unavoidable dusty trudge down the earth
road for 5 km to the village of Galeswor, 900m, where there are simple hotels.
Just after the temple in Galeswor cross the Kali Gandaki and walk down the
rural east side for an hour to reach the urban chaos of Beni, walk through this
town, preferably not stopping, until you cross the bridge over the Myagdi Khola
river to its south bank. Now turn upstream a follow a quiet shaded track on
the south bank of the Myagdi Khola for 7 km passing through small hamlets
and clusters of homesteads until river swings north and the path on the south
is blocked by a landslide. Cross the bridge here to Singa and follow the dusty
road for a good 2 km to the thriving town of Tatopani,where the hot springs
are a pilgrimage place, and there are hotels. At the west end of Tatopani there
is a bridge over to the preferred south bank where there is a very pleasant
grassy track through Magar hamlets for 4 km until the river has washed away
the track and it is necessary to cross a bridge to the dusty road on the north
side again. It is a level and quick walk along the road, through roadside hamlets,
for 3 km to the small town of Bablyachaur where there is a simple hotel.
Cross to the south of the Myagdi by the bridge in Bablyachaur then follow the
quiet track through idyllic hamlets and villages, like Chhisbang, of traditional
stone roofed houses and homesteads. After 9 km of this pleasant saunter the
track ends and you must cross the Myagdi again to the north side and follow
a path for a km to Darbang. Cross the Myagdi again to the west side and
follow a track for 3 km to Phedi where you cross a tributary. After the bridge
start a steep 400m climb up a pine covered spur zig-zagging between path and
track. At the top climb gently on the road for 2 km to reach the nice village
of Dharapani. From here spectacular views over the nearby Dhaulagiri range
unfold with the main peak, 8167m, to the north. Across the main valley remote
villages cling to the high slopes surrounded by terraced fields. Continue up
the quiet track for another hour climbing over a loose spur to reach the large
thriving rural village of Takum, about 1650m, which lies on a shelf with great
views over the Dhaulagiri peaks. There is a rustic tea house here.
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13 Jang La Phedi

From the traditional village of Takum follow the track for 3 km over a spur
to Sibang village, with great views of the Dhaulagiri peaks. Here the track
stops but the path now goes over another spur to Machhim village a couple
of km later. The path then climbs over few more spurs for a good 3 km to
reach the large Muna village, again full of traditional stone roofed houses.
Just after Muna it traverses down and crosses the Dara Khola, a tributary
of the Myagdi, now departed to the north, on a bridge. Follow the north
bank of the Dara Khola for a long 4 km up a shadeless path passing a wispy
waterfall to the village of Lumsumg, 2150m, where there is a rustic hotel. It
is better to continue another 2 hours to the hamlets of Moreni to lessen
the climb Jalja La pass, 3414m, Continue upstream from Lumsumg for a
good km and cross the Dara Khola on a rickerty bridge, 2200m, where
the climb starts. Moreni has 2 hamlets, lower and upper, there are poor
seasonal hotels in the lower and pleasant homestays in the upper at 2600m,
with great views to the Annapurna massif
From upper Moreni head up into the jungle and follow the relatively
shallow path for two and half hours climbing 800m through rhododendrum
and cedar to Jaljala pass, 3414m. The view from the top is outstanding with
the whole of the Dhaulagiri range close to the north and much of the
Annapurna range impresses 50km to the east. Continue west from the
pass crossing the 2 large Jaljala pastures where a small stream, the infant
Uttar Ganga river, rises. Follow this stream beyond the pastures into the
rhododendrum and conifer forest. The path now follow the north bank
of the stream for 6 km through fire ravaged conifer forest to reach the
seasonal pastural village of Gurgaghat. 3 km or an hour later you reach
a large, bridgeless, tributary in the middle of the enchanting juniper
forest, which has to be waded. After a further 3 km or hour you reach
the Tibetain village of Chhentung at about 2950m. Continue across grassy
plains surrounded by juniper woods for another 3 km or hour to reach the
east end of Dhorpatan village, where there are simple hotels and a shop.
From Dhorpatan village, about 2850m, continue west through small
hamlets of Tibetian refugee homesteads above the plain, which is probably
lake filled with stones and sediment. After a good km you pass the office of
the Dhorpatan Hunting Reserve where you have to pay your entry fee. A
kilometre further west along the edge of the plain you pass the mothballed
airstrip, now barely discernable. Here the path starts to climb through
seasonal rustic homesteads which are locked up for the winter. Indeed
this type of transhumance characterizes Dhorpatan with families moving
up from villages and valleys from the south and the Myagdi valley. Walk
up through this hamlet heading for a high notch on the conifer covered
hillside. It is a short hours climb from the plain to the notch. There after
the path heads north through the notch and heads north up this side valley
with the Phalgune pass, 3925m, looming ahead. The path continues up this
juniper and pine clad valley for 3km to the foot of the climb up to the pass
where there is a homestay at Bhujekhung, just over 3000m
Get an early start from Bhujekhung and head up the juniper lined path.
After 45 minutes reach a notch and then traverse across the hillside for
a couple of km into the valley floor to start a sustained climb up difficult
terrain for an hour and half to reach the top of the 900m climb at Phalgune
pass, 3915m, The view suddenly bursts upon one with the whole of
the Dhaulagiri range laid out before you. Start the very gentle descent
traversing down the grassy slopes in the wilds of Dhorpatan. The path
veers to the west over a spur and then begins a steeper descent through
conifers to eventually reach the seasonally open homesteads at Thankur,
3175m. From here the next step is to Kayam a further 4 hours away. To
proceed descend some 430 metres through massive holly oak and deodar
forest to the bridge over the Gharsdung Khola. Now start a dusty 450m
climb up the north flank of the Gharsdung valley side through sparce holly
oak trees to gain the ridge top. Follow this for an hour to reach the idyllic
and viewpoint of Kayam, 3050m, where there are year open rustic hotels
Head diagonally down from Kayam, about 3000m, past couple of very
small poor hamlets in the pine and holly oak woods until you reach the
depths of the valley at 2250m some 2 hours walking from Kayam. Here
at the confluence of the Kari khola and Pan dal khola is Tatopani, 2250m,
with a couple of hot springs on each side of the peninula formed by the
confluence. Cross the Pan dal khola just above the confluence on a bridge
and start a huge near 1000m ascent to Dhule. Initially the path zig-zags
up for a few hundred metres then levels off and heads up the west side
of the Pan dal valley to reach the medievil Magar hamlet of Him. The path
goes through Him and continues to traverse up the very steep Pani Dal
valley side to the Magar hamlet of Guibang. Here the path heads west
up a side valley with mixed trees and crossing a few small rivulets as it
climbs relentlessly up to the crest of the ridge. As you near the ridge the
rhododendrums prevail. The path crests the ridge and the hamlet of Dhule
appears at 3200m with all year lodges on Dhorpatan Reserves border.
Cross to the south of the Myagdi by the bridge in Bablyachaur then
follow the quiet track through idyllic hamlets and villages, like Chhisbang,
of traditional stone roofed houses and homesteads. After 9 km of this
pleasant saunter the track ends and you must cross the Myagdi again to
the north side and follow a path for a km to Darbang. Cross the Myagdi
again to the west side and follow a track for 3 km to Phedi where you cross
a tributary. After the bridge start a steep 400m climb up a pine covered
spur zig-zagging between path and track. At the top climb gently on the
road for 2 km to reach the nice village of Dharapani. From here spectacular
views over the nearby Dhaulagiri range unfold with the main peak, 8167m,
to the north. Across the main valley remote villages cling to the high slopes
surrounded by terraced fields. Continue up the quiet track for another
hour climbing over a loose spur to reach the large thriving rural village
of Takum, about 1650m, which lies on a shelf with great views over the
Dhaulagiri peaks. There is a rustic tea house here.
From the campsite on the notch in the Thage Dhuri Danda ridge descend
to the east down some 350 metres to the edge of the forest where there
is a clear spring near a camp site. From here the path descends into conifer
and holly oak forest and gently descends through comfortable woods
with frequent waterless clearings. Soon the forest thins and gives way to
arid pastures which are easy to descend and lead to the high hamlet of
Sahartara with it Gomba and medievil houses. From the lower edge of the
hamlet you can see the larger village of Ba or Beluwa some 300m below.
The path down is obvious but is stony. Ba village is large with some 100
solid stone flat roofed houses. These medieval mini-citadels with pulses
and grains drying on their flat earth roofs show you are now in a different
cultual zone, namely the Tibetian influenced and arid Dolpo. Weave your
way through the passageways of Ba and then start a very dusty half hour
descent down to the unexpected lodge at Lingdo, 2400m, beside the large
Thulo Bheri river which is a artery of the entire Lower Dolpo.
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Leave Lingdo and follow the dusty path on the west of the Thulo Bheri
for a km and then cross to the east bank via a suspension footbridge. The
path follows this east bank sometimes clinging to the side at the bottom of
the deep V shaped valley. On the west bank the rock slabs with scattered
conifers rise steeply up from the churning waters of the river. 6 km after
the bridge the path reaches the medieval hamlet of Byasdad which is low
caste.The path follows the course of the river as it swings west into a deep
pine clad valley. Mule trains supplying hamlets up the Thulo Bheri river pass
either returning to or leaving from Dunai. After a few km of the pine clad
cleft the river veers NW again where the waters of the Jangla khola join the
Thulo Bheri.The path continues of the east side of the river for another km
until it crosses to the west side to reach the scattered relatively modern
hamlets leading into Dunai. After a couple of km of such hamlets you reach
bustling Dunai, 2200m, full of mule trains. Despite it being the capital of
Dolpo District it dispoint with a couple of charmless lodges
Walk through the rough cobbled main street of Dunai, leave the town
and follow the track for a dry, barren 3 km to Sulighat hamlet where the
Suli Ghad river joins the Thulo Bheri river. Continue for another 3 km
along the river through sparse pine and juniper copses until the track
forks, with a branch heading up to the simple Juphal airstrip and the other
continuing level along the SW bank of the river. Either continue along this
level track, busy with mule and some yak caravans or cross the footbridge
to the quiet NE side where a level footpath follows the river for 8 km to
Tripurakot. The busier SW track passes underneath the village and airstrip
at Juphal for 2km and then meets up with the track descending from
Juphal to Tripurakot. This track is often blocked by landslide but otherwise
countours rhe hillside above the wide Thulo Bheri. It passes some well
managed fields of traditional hamlets, like Bhitti, while medieval villages
cling to the hillside on the north side high above the river. After 6 km this
track reaches Tripurakot, 2000m, where there are simple hotels
From Tripurakot there is a short 20 min climb up to the important hindu
Tripurasundari temple on a spur. The path threads through a Hindu village
afterwards as it descends to a swng bridge over a river. It then climbs up
more steeply for an hour to gain a grassy saddle between two deep valleys.
To Thulo Bheri river has managed to carve a route through the mountain
range and veers south through its deep slot. The path now veers off on
the south side of the spur as it rises and traverses the dry grassy treeless
hillside high above the Chu Gad. On the other side of the Chu Gad valley
there is huge conifer forests with villages and terraces in large clearings on
high spurs.The path high on the south north side of the Chu Gad contours
gently up the hill passing through some 5 or 6 Hindu hamlets of flat roofed
houses until the path reaches a deep valley. It traverses deep into this valley
and then climbs out of the otherside where there is a Buddhist village.After
this the path, now in forest, traverse up the hillside for another hour to
reach Ghodakhor, 3250m, a hamlet of simple hotels.
From Ghodakhor there is a reasonably gentle 500m climb through 4 km
of mixed forest of conifer and hollyoak (khasru) with some grassy glades
for grazing. Eventually after a good hour and a half you reach the Balangra
Lagna, 3760m, a pass with great views east to the Dhaulagiri mountains.The
descent from the pass is easy as it descends a wide path through the oak
dripping in old mans beard lichen. There are good views over the forested
valleys and to the west where the final high pass before Jumla can be seen.
It takes about two half hours to descend this path as you contour the ridge
high above the Pbedi Khola stream making for a large grassy area with a
couple of herding shacks, called Simlaina, where the descending ridge forms
a saddle. Just before reaching it the path detours into a couple of deep side
valleys before you emerge at the Simlaina meadows. Here the path crosses
the ridge at the saddle called Khame La, about 2250m, before it starts a
determined 650m descend down into the Bheri Nadi valley where the
small town of Kaigon lies at 2600m with a few simple hotels.
Leave Kaigon heading west on the north bank of the Bheri Nadi and
start climbing gently up 300m past many walnut trees to the spreadout
village of Rimi or Majhgaon, where there is a good hotel in this traditional
Hindu village. The path now climbs more gently for another hour as it
rises high above the Bheri Nadi river past the medievil hamlet of Sim with
2 enourmous juniper, while making for a small saddle at 3100m where
there are great views. It takes an hour to contour round a deep side valley
to reach Chaurikot. Here a track extending from Jumla has replaced the
path as of 2013. This track climbs gently past Ogrena hamlet and then
crosses a spur and traverses up the forested flank of a side valley where the
hand made track slowly climbs through thick holly oaks wth small streams
tumbling between them. For the last hour the track starts to climb more
seriously for 300m through the forest to reach the hamlet of Nauli Ghot
at 3550m, near the treeline. Nauli Ghot is a collection of 3 or 4 very simpe
lodges, but they do have outstanding views over the Sisne Himal
Climb through the last of the holly oak and onto the high grassland before
the Maure Lagna pass at just under 3900m where there are great views.
The 400m descent down the shaded north side to the Chotra Khola
stream is on a mix of track and old path shortcutting the hairpins. The
track now slowly descends through mixed woods of oak, spruee and fir for
8 km passing a couple of areas where hospitality hamlets are developing
beside the track until it reaches the Bhuddist village of Chotra, with its
Gompa. This village is the uppermost in the valley at 3050m and is a.scruffy
mix of new and old. The track continues to descent for another km and
then crosses to the south side of the growing stream. It follows the twists
and turns of the shaded stream in its heavily conifer forested slot, with
spruce, pine and fir vieing for space, for a good 4 km until it crosses to
the north side again. After a couple of km the Chotra Khola stream meets
Dhura Kund Khola to become the Tila Bheri, and at this confluence is the
village of Mani Sagu at just over 2800m, where there at least a simple hotel.
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From Mani Sagu walk easily beside the Tila Bheri for 4 km past Manigaon
and Kudigaon hamlets until a valley enters from the west. Cross the Tila
Bheri and follow this shaded valley for 2 km until it opens onto the large,
bright, Gothichaur pastures. The track traverses up the hillside on the
north climbing 300m to reach the modest pass of Gothichaur La, 2995m.
Drop down the north side past a large terraced bowl and beside the small
conifer lined stream to rejoin the Tila Bheri on the wide valley floor. It is
a half hour walk past old homesteads above the river to reach the vibrant
village of Garjyankot. Follow the clear waters of the Tila Bheri on a track for
an hour to reach the busy village of Depalgaon overlooking the expanses of
paddy fields of the Upper Tila Bheri valley. The valley now narrows for an
hour before you cross to the north side at the hamlet of Dansaghu. Cross
a tributary of the Tila Bheri here and follow the increasingly built up road
for 2 km until you pass Jumla airstrip and reach the bustling centre of Jumla
town, 2330m, where there are medium hotels.
Head north from Jumla Chowk, 2330m, for 2 km on a built up lane passing
the hospital until you reach homesteads and climb up gently to a large
college. Soon after the lane swings round a side valley and starts to climb
past a hamlet to reach the large pastures of Chauriyachaur, about 3000m,
where there are great views down to Jumla. Here the path forks with
branch heading north steeply up the craggy hillside and another contouring
west through large pine woods. Take the latter and after a tranquil hour
with great views across the forested valley reach the hamlet of Chaurikhola,
3100m. Here the path starts to climb passing through conifers and then
holly oak passing some open glades as it approaches Jaljala La pass, about
3600m. The descent down the other side is through magnificent holly oak
and then conifer forest with huge trees beside the easy path. After an hour
you reach the large Jaljala meadow surrounded by forest, with a shack style
hotel. An hour later you descend to another forest glade at Chalachaur,
about 2940m, where there are rustic hotels.
Continue down the valley recrossing the shaded stream many times. After
an hour the path reaches a rustic hotel by Garja and then climbs over a
small spur. From the spur’s crest the path drops down the valley to the
poor hamlet of Musedani. Follow a track along the valley floor descending
past the large medieval houses of Dhobighat.The track crosses a small spur
and descends to the large village of Singa, 2450m, in the wide Hima Nadi
valley. Cross the river and head down a track on the north bank, above
the paddy fields and below the old hamlets for 2 km to Ludkugaon village.
Now turn north up a tributary and after a km reach the roadside Gothejula
Bazaar. Walk through its busy street and continue up the stream bank on a
track. There is now a 700m climb up beside this stream over 8 km. Initially
this is through pine woods, culled by the few hamlets you pass. The track
becomes a path as the valley narrows and the path climbs through fir until
it open out onto meadows just before the main Kalakada Danda ridge,
where at around 3150m there are rustic hotels.
Leave the rustic hotel just south of Kalakada Danda ridge and climb 250m
to the ridge at 2400m. The path contours west from this pass across a
steep fir clad spur descending from a higher peak on the ridge, climbing
slightly for 2 km to gain this spur at 3450m. The path now descends to
reach the track and some rustic lodges at 3200m before following this
track high above the Rara Khola through pasture land to Lamera village. At
about 3000m the path leave and start a sustained 600m descent through
the original village of Kotila and beyond passing steep fields and old houses.
Beyond the village the path crosses a deep streambed and then traverses
past a large school to reach the large medieval village of Kawa, 2350m.
The path now descends steeply to the merged stream of Kawa Khola and
follow this down for 3 km during which time it enters a gorge dripping
with ferns and greenery. You soon reach the main Khatyad Khola valley by
Gamtha Bazar. A short 2 km down river on the opposite north bank is the
village of Tallo Bagar, 1770m, where there are rustic hotels.
Head down the well made path from Tallo Bagar on the north bank for
nearly 2 hours until you reach the hamlet where the Nauli Khola joins the
river. Cross the river here and continue level on the south bank as the river
drops away and the valley floor is covered in terraced fields. After an hour
a spur forces the river into a short gorge while the exposed path contours
round high above. After the gorge the valley opens out again with terraced
fields covering the floor and you reach the large village of Ratapani. The
path then traverses down past hamlets for 4 km passing medieval Riga on
the opposite north bank, where you reach the mighty Karnali River. Walk
down the east bank of this huge river for 2 km to reach a long bridge,
1170m, over to Boldhi on a high terrace on the west bank. From Boldhik
climb over a spur, 1340m, to reach a single shack at Chhepi. After here drop
down to the Karnali and follow it’s north bank on a track for 8 km past
hamlets of fishing shacks to the Ghattaya Khola stream and Badhu village,
1140m. Beyond the stream are a few friendly rustic hotels
Walk down the Karnali contouring round a spur for 2 km to enter a large
side valley. Leave the Karnali and walk NE up the level track on the north
side above the tributary, whose flanks are lined with many terraced fields.
Pass through almost continous hamlets of old traditional homesteads for
6 km until you reach Serkot, where there is an airstrip and a modern
scruffy bazaar-style town with many shops. Pass through and soon return
to fertile terraced fields below clusters of homesteads, until you reach the
traditional farming village of Kolti. The path now crosses the Baudi Khola
on a wire bridge and heads SW up a tributary. The track climbs steadily
through hamlets high above this stream which benefit from the irrigated
terraces between the hamlets and the valley floor. After some two and a
half hours after crossing the bridge a Kolti and climbing gently through
hamlets you reach the large village of Pandusain. The village is spread out
across a shelf on the valley floor extending from 1900m to 2000m. There
are 3 rustic hotels beside each other at village’s top
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Continue up the path from Pandusain passing hamlets of homesteads and
bhattis. The path climbs for over 2 hours gaining nearly 750m to Porakhe
Lagna, 2710m. Follow a track for a level km before starting the descent
either along this track taking short cuts or down a steeper direct path in
the deep streambed. Either way takes you through a forest of huge fir trees
for nearly 2 hours until you reach the village of Dhamkane high on a ridge.
You can now either follow the track or descend the rocky path down the
ridge to the Kala Gad stream. Cross the stream when you reach it and
follow the south bank through jungle and then hamlets for an hour until
you recross to the north bank, well after meeting the Naulo Gad stream,
and meet the track again. Follow the dusty track for an hour contouring
round a convoluted side valley by Jilli. A path leaves the track just after the
stream exits a gorge and drops some 100m to the stream and continues
across a shelf between 2 streams before climbing over a spur to the dirty
town of Martadi, 1650m, with it’s rustic hotels.
Head down the hill, dropping 100m, into the valley NW of the town. Cross
fields and then start to climb up a track for about 100m to a saddle on a
spur. The descent down the other side of the spur is on a steep path for
300m to cross 2 streams on a wire bridge to reach the valley floor village
of Gurmut, 1350m. Here you begin a long climb up a ridge for an hour until
the path leaves the ridge and contours round the north side of the spur
until the valley comes up to meet it at Pina village. From here there is a
good hours climb to the pass at the head of the valley, 2148m. On the west
side the path descends easily for a km and then meets a massive landslide,
which you can cross with care. Desecend steeply after the landslide to the
north flank of the deep Tipada Gad valley and its extensive terraces soon
reaching Sudanda village. It takes 2 hours to gently climb up the flank of the
valley past rural hamlets to cross a saddle over a spur, 2000m. Drop down
a little on the west side into the same valley and the scruffy tin shanties of
Artichaur bazaar, 1900m, on a new track, with awful hotels.
Leave the squalor of Artichaur bazaar and climb the 100m to the charming
village of Danigaon and half an hour later quaint Oligaon, where there’s
a rustic hotel. From Oligaon the path continues up the north side of the
valley above extensive terraces and through many lovely hamlets to reach
a shallow pass, 2250m by Chhede Daha, a small lake. The descent is initially
gentle and pastoral but soon steepens as it make the final descent to the
large village of Dogadi, 1950m, above extensive terraces on the valley floor
at the meeting of 3 streams. There are rustic hotels here. After Dogadi the
path climbs up the north side of the 3rd stream valley climbing west for a
good hour passing more rural hamlets to reach another pastoral pass at
under 2300m, which is the boundary between the friendly Bajura and new
Bhanjyang districts, both Chhettri dominated. The descent down the west
side is initialy through open pasture and heavily grazed scrub, but soon
terraced fields line the valley floor as you reach the large traditional village
of Gadraya, 1850m, where there is at least a rustic hotel.
Head west from Gadraya, 1850m, down the north side of the stream on a
path through the heart of a few vibrant hamlets in this agricultural valley.
After a few pleasant hours you reach Pasal Bagar village with its many
bhattis. A short hour after this you cross a bridge over to the south side of
the stream and the village of Lamatola, which the path goes below through
the extensive terraces and along irrigation channels. The main valley now
starts to swing to the north and after passing the traditional village of
Dadagaon with its haystays on single poles near the stream. The stream.is
often dammed with canals contouring away to provide water for irrigation,
the plentiful cereal water mills and occasional hydropower. After Dadagaon
the stream veers north and the valley deepens before it crosses to the east
and meets the large Seti Nadi river. Head upstream for a km on the south
bank to a footbridge over to a nasty tin shack bazzar and metalled road.
Don’t cross here but continue upriver for another km to the lovely village
of Sutiya, 1250m, where a homestay is possible.
Head upriver on the south side of the Seti Nadi from Sutiya on a small
rocky path for an hour round spur until you reach the terraced fields of
Dil Bajar village. Beyond here the path rounds another rocky spur where
there’s a large wire bridge to the west side of the river. Cross it and follow
the path, remaining near the river and well below the road, as it weaves
along teraced fields and crossing a difficult eroded area of round boulders
for a km. After this it climbs back to terraced fields and weaves along
irrigation channels to reach the almost abandoned airstrip. The path now
turns into a track as it passes through the lively village of Goda Begauna,
with its old houses. A few concrete houses heralds the approach of the
road as you approach the outskirts of Chainpur.There is about a km of this
with shops and some houses lining the quiet road before a path leaves the
road and crosses a footbridge over the Bauli Gad, a large tributary stream
of the Seti Nadi river. The relatively clean town of Chainpur, 1420m, is the
capital of Bajhang district and can boast at least 1 mediochre hotel.
If the Wallek Bhanjyang, 3800m, is blocked you have to head back down
the Seti Nadi river retracing your steps for 3 hours from Chainpur, 1400m,
to Sutiya, 1250m. From here carry on down the quiet rural south side of
the river for another hour until you reach the busy hamlet of Malumela,
where there is the third wire bridge of the day over the Seti Nadi river and
a rustic hotel. Dont cross here but continue down the south side passing a
few hamlets beside their terraced fields on shelves above the raging river.
After an hour you pass the village of Bagargaon which is in fact on the
north side of the valley. After another hour you reach a couple of bhattis
and the fourth wire bridge. On the other side is the filthy bazaar of Bhare,
where there are a couple of ghastly hotels in a tin shanty cbaos beside the
road. It is best to avoid it and continue down river for well over an hour
passing no hamlets until the path climbs slightly to the large traditional
village of Pikhet, 1200m, on a higher spur, where there are no hotels but
plenty of homestay possibilities in a local house.
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Saunter down through the extensive terraces of Pikhet to reach the Seti
Nadi river near the hamlet of Gadmelfi. From here follow the path for a
few km to reach the wire bridge over the river to the small town to Jhota.
Cross here to avoid the difficult path on the south side. After 2 km on the
road you can re cross the Seti Nadi to regain the south side and its small
path which continues through small hamlets and isolated homesteads for
a slow 8 km until you reach the village of Bilaya Bajar. From here follow
the small path across terraced fields along irrigation channels for a few
km until you reach the bridge over the Seti Nadi to reach the mix of
traditional village and tin shanties which make up the roadside village of
Deura, 1000m. From Deura leave the Seti Nadi which heads SW down a
gorge and head north along up the Kalanga Nadi. There is no path other
than the road for 6 km to the ghastly tin shanties of Bagthala Bazar. Leave
the road which crosses the river and head up the track on the east side for
a km to Basantapur hamlet, 1100m, where there is a pleasant simple hotel.

6.5

Follow the track north on the east side of the Kalanga Nadi river passing a
few plain hamlets, like Saimyu, in the deep valley. On the west side are more
remote hamlets under pine clad hillsides and accessed by the infrequent
bridges After a good 2 hours you climb over a spur where the river veers
north again and a higher open agricultural valley unfolds before you. Head
down into this passing Bagatigoan and its rich terraced fields on the
other side of the river. Continue up this pleasant valley for over an hour
eventually climbing up a shoulder on the east side where the Khalanga Nadi
and Sani Gad rivers join. Veer east over this spur and drop down to the
Khalanga Nadi a km from the confluence to a dirty tin bazar at the end of
the track and a bridge over the river. The path then climbs past a copse of
pines to a saddle and the village of Khiratadi. It drop down the north side of
the saddle to the Kalali Gad river and follow it for 3 km to the long cluster
of rural hamlets which is Pipalkot village. The most northerly hamlet, near
Ruin Bagad, 1420m, has a rustic hotel.

7

Continue up the north side of the steepening valley passing small hamlets
on any terraced land on the valley floor and larger traditional villages
higher up on spurs and shelves. After a good hour cross the Sani Gad river
leaving Pipalkot VDC and entering Kaphalseri VDC. The cultural landscape
continues for an hour until you cross the Karali Gad to the south bank and
continue up the steepening valley to Ghatlela hamlet. Here the climbing
starts with the path going up a ridge between the 2 streams. The path
is steep and passes some clusters of homesteads as it makes its way up
through scrub and banjh trees to reach the Guni Bhanjyang pass, 2300m
where there are great views both east and west down the Guni Gad valley
and further.The descent down the west side is initially steep but after a few
hundred metres eases off to a sustained descent for 2 hours as you go from
high pastoral homesteads to agricultural hamlets of surrounded by layers
of steep terraces in the deepening valley. After 2 hours you reach Barme
hamlet, 1400m, an hour above Sela, with a simple hotel

5

Continue down the north side of the Guni Gad valley passing clusters of
homesteads surrounded by bananas and terraced fields. After an hour you
pass Sela, which looks just like the other hamlets.. It takes another hour
of the same tranquail rural culturescape before the path suddenly reaches
the bustling roadside village of Ganna, 1030m, where mules load up to
transport goods up the Chamaliya Nadi valley. The gravel road here heads
up the east side of this river for a couple of km before it reaches a large
Chinese backed hydroelelectric dam under construction on the edge of
the Api Nampa Conservation Area. Climb over the dam and then meet a
hand made track which continues up the SE side of the Chamaliya Nadi
river passing very few homesteads, except for the hamlet of Lintad on the
opposite sunny valley flank. The deep valley continues for 8 km until you
reach the bridge over to the traditional rural village of Seri, 1200m. There
are no hotels here but 5 minutes further up the track at Chiurani on the SE
side is a cluster of bhattis some of which have simple hotel rooms.

7.5

From Chiurani head down to the river and cross the bridge, 1130m, to the
traditional village of Seri. Here you begin a 1150m climb. Initially it goes
through the spreadout homesteads of Seri and then climbs up the grassy,
sparsely wooded hillside for 2 hours on a rocky path to the lovely village of
Paththarkada, 1750m, where there are great views to the Nampa Himal and
Jethi, 6850m.The path eases above the village as you climb for another two
hours, with a glumpse of Api Himal, 7132m, to the pass on the Septikhan
Danda, 2300m, with great views east and even better views west initially
to the beautifully appointed village of Sipti just below and then to the final
pass of the trip beyond which are the Indian mountains in Uttarakand.
Descend to Sipti, 2000m, where there are bhatis and simple hotels. From
Sipti a good path traverses NW down the ridge across dry grassy scrub
and then pines into the deep Nau Gad valley meeting the floor where the
Hopar Gad joins it at 1500m. It is now 30 minutes on a track to Jamir,
1580m, just before which are 2 rustic hotels.

7

Head up the track in the deep valley to loose village of Jamir where the
Nau Gad joins the river. Leave the track here and climb steeply for 200m to
the hamlet of Kar.The climb eases after this as you meet the track again for
a gentle climb up the north flank. On the southside scattered homesteads
are perched on the mountain side on steep terraces while on the north
flank you pass a few hamlets before the final climb to the last pass, 2350m,
where there are a couple of basic hotels. From here you can see down
the final valley almost to Darchula itself. The descent is initially steep but
soon eases as the path is superceeded by the new track. Occasionally it is
beneficial to take short cuts where the track hairpins on the steep south
side of the valley until you reach the valley floor near Sela. From here it is
an easy walk for about 6 km down the track beneath hamlets high above
until you enter the outskirts of Darchula, 1120m. The linear town extends
for 2 km down a busy street with mediocre hotels towards the end and the
bus station for the 14 hour drive to Dhanghadi at the end.
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